






Weak signals
No easy way exists for 
individuals to record and 
showcase a real-time 
account of their ever-
evolving skills.









INDIVIDUAL TALENT CLOUD

PRIVATE SECTOR

NOT-FOR-PROFIT

PUBLIC SECTOR

ACADEMIAA new trusted digital 
credential

These validated blockchain credentials can then be used as a trusted digital credential 
across the private, non-profit, academic and public sectors.  

Opening up possibilities for a whole new level of automation 
and trust in the hiring process.





VALIDATED SKILLS
ON THE BLOCKCHAIN

Name
Jennifer Lee

Employer
Government of Canada

Position
Canada’s Free Agent

Employed
March 5, 2018

VERIFIED

Public Key
1HYPiutzwR883MSmw6GW

Blockchain Address
4vf641517554ac449da96e0a

GC TALENT CLOUD
CANADA’S FREE AGENTS
BLOCKCERT PILOT



Facilitates the creation and curation of a comprehensive record of lifelong achievements.
Free Agents own their Blockcerts and can store, access, and share them wherever they choose.

Free Agents and employers can verify their Blockcerts for life, for free.

Blockcerts Value for Free Agents









McMaster University becomes the first major institution in Canada 
to offer digital degrees 

using Blockcerts



Blockcerts can be used
as proof of education

when applying
on GC Talent Cloud



We have the opportunity to leverage today’s digital 
technology to better align learner, education, and 

workforce data to improve the talent marketplace. That is 
why we are demonstrating fully portable, trusted digital 
credentials not as a distant vision, but as a reality today.



Official documents as software — digital credentials that are, recipient owned, vendor independent, 
tamper evident, human & machine readable, verifiable, and a new source of analytics.

The Solution



Complex Data, Fast Verification Proofs
Transfer complex data directly from Databases to Credential Templates. Recipients control where
credentials are shared. Verification proofs via phone, web, or integrated app within a couple seconds.



Blockcerts Project Value for GC Talent Cloud & Free Agents

Any third party can verify these Blockcerts for life, also with no ongoing 
dependence on Learning Machine.

Using standard, non-proprietary data formats means anyone can view & verify 
records without specialized software. 

Record owners have full discretion over where and how they display and share 
their credentials. Free Agents have sole access to their Blockcert Wallets.

GC Talent Cloud is not limited to using one blockchain with Blockcerts. Over time, 
multiple blockchains could be added, including both public and private networks.

Vendor-Independent Verification

Portability & Interoperability

Privacy & Control

Multiple Blockchains

GC Talent Cloud and Free Agents jointly own Blockcerts and can store, access, and 
share them wherever they choose, with no ongoing dependence on Learning Machine.Joint Record Ownership

Using Blockcerts (blockchain-anchored credentials) open standard for records verification has major 
benefits because it realizes the full value of blockchain technology, ensures vendor independence, and 
allows people to directly own their digital assets for life.



Open Standards & Security
A commitment to open standards and methods ensures interoperability, portability, recipient ownership, 
and credential security.

Conforming to Open Badges and 
Verifiable Credentials ensures 

interoperability and portability with 
other credential vendors & verifiers

Recipient keys and Decentralized 
Identifiers provide individual 

ownership, recipient authentication, 
and privacy protections

Anchoring to blockchain enables 
protection if Issuers are 

compromised or cease to exist



Chris Winczewski
Vice President of Product
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